
You:

I want to help students understand the problem of "storing files on a tape". I am seeking your help in creating the following interface via

HTML, JS, and CSS.

What I want is for the user to be able to drag and drop several rectangular blocks (which I will refer to as pieces henceforth), whose total

length is a fixed number of units, on to something that looks like a tape.

So the interface should have a thin rectangular strip (which I will refer to as a tape henceforth) with a grey background at the center, and a

collection of draggable pieces placed below it (none overlapping). When a piece is dropped on the tape, it should snap and align to the left

without overlapping any of the strips that are already there. When a piece is dragged out of the tape, it should disappear from the tape and

the pieces to the right of it should move leftward until the gap is filled.

Please make the total length of the tape 420px wide, and the lengths of the pieces should be either 20px, 30px, 40px, or 50px wide; and

they should be made of different colors from a neutral palette. Note that the piece lengths should be generated randomly from this set,

they should add up to 420px.

Let N be the number of pieces on the tape at any given point of time. There should be a display which shows the sum of the following

quantities (and this should update as pieces are added or dropped on the top): the length of the first (i.e, leftmost) piece multiplied by N,

the length of the second piece multiplied by (N-1), and so on, until the length of the last piece, multiplied by 1.

ChatGPT:

This is a fun project! Let's create the HTML, CSS, and JavaScript needed for this task.

HTML:

CSS (styles.css):

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
  <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="styles.css"> 
</head> 
<body> 
  <div id="tape" class="tape"></div> 
  <div id="pieces" class="pieces"></div>
  <div id="sumDisplay" class="sum-display">Sum: 0</div> 
  <script src="script.js"></script> 
</body> 
</html> 

.tape { 
  width: 420px; 
  height: 50px; 
  background-color: grey; 
  position: relative; 
  margin-bottom: 20px; 
} 

.pieces { 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: space-between; 
} 

.piece { 



JavaScript (script.js):

  height: 50px; 
  position: relative; 
  margin-right: 10px; 
} 

.sum-display { 
  margin-top: 20px; 
} 

.blue { background-color: #ADD8E6; } 

.green { background-color: #90EE90; } 

.red { background-color: #FF7F7F; } 

.purple { background-color: #D8BFD8; } 

// Size of the pieces
const sizes = [20, 30, 40, 50]; 
// Colors of the pieces 
const colors = ['blue', 'green', 'red', 'purple']; 
// Randomly create pieces 
let totalSize = 420; 
let pieceIndex = 0; 
while (totalSize > 0) { 
  const size = sizes[Math.floor(Math.random() * sizes.length)]; 
  if (size > totalSize) continue; 
  totalSize -= size; 
  const color = colors[pieceIndex % colors.length]; 
  const piece = document.createElement('div'); 
  piece.style.width = `${size}px`; 
  piece.classList.add('piece', color); 
  piece.draggable = true; 
  piece.id = `piece${pieceIndex}`; 
  pieceIndex++; 
  document.getElementById('pieces').appendChild(piece); 
} 

// Handle dragging and dropping 
const pieces = document.querySelectorAll('.piece'); 
pieces.forEach(piece => { 
  piece.addEventListener('dragstart', e => { 
    e.dataTransfer.setData('text/plain', piece.id); 
  }); 
}); 

const tape = document.getElementById('tape'); 
tape.addEventListener('dragover', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
}); 

tape.addEventListener('drop', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
  const id = e.dataTransfer.getData('text/plain'); 
  const piece = document.getElementById(id); 
  piece.parentElement.removeChild(piece); 
  tape.appendChild(piece); 
  updateSum(); 
}); 

function updateSum() { 



You will need to put the CSS code in a file called styles.css  and the JavaScript code in a file called script.js . These files should be

located in the same directory as your HTML file.

This will create a web page with a tape and several pieces below it. The pieces can be dragged onto the tape. When a piece is dropped onto

the tape, it will snap to the left side. The sum display will update each time a piece is added to the tape. Please note that removing pieces

from the tape and reorganizing pieces are not handled in this solution

You:

Great start. However, the pieces don't align on the tape, but start arranging themselves vertically. Can you please make it so that the pieces

go on the tape, and once all of them have been placed, the tape is fully covered?

ChatGPT:

Ah, yes. The elements are stacking vertically because we have not specified the way they should be laid out on the tape. We can fix this by

using Flexbox in the tape.

Let's modify the CSS and JavaScript code to handle this:

CSS (styles.css):

JavaScript (script.js):

  let sum = 0; 
  const piecesOnTape = tape.querySelectorAll('.piece'); 
  piecesOnTape.forEach((piece, index) => { 
    const length = parseInt(piece.style.width, 10); 
    const multiplier = piecesOnTape.length - index; 
    sum += length * multiplier; 
  }); 
  document.getElementById('sumDisplay').textContent = `Sum: ${sum}`; 
} 

.tape { 
  width: 420px; 
  height: 50px; 
  background-color: grey; 
  position: relative; 
  margin-bottom: 20px; 
  display: flex; 
  flex-direction: row; 
  justify-content: flex-start; 
  align-items: center; 
} 

// Size of the pieces
const sizes = [20, 30, 40, 50]; 
// Colors of the pieces 
const colors = ['blue', 'green', 'red', 'purple']; 
// Randomly create pieces 
let totalSize = 420; 
let pieceIndex = 0; 
while (totalSize > 0) { 
  const size = sizes[Math.floor(Math.random() * sizes.length)]; 
  if (size > totalSize) continue; 
  totalSize -= size; 
  const color = colors[pieceIndex % colors.length]; 
  const piece = document.createElement('div'); 



This modification should now prevent pieces from stacking vertically and make them align horizontally. Also, note that pieces will fill the

tape from left to right when all pieces are placed on the tape. The tape's width of 420px matches the total width of all the pieces.

You:

Very nice! A few comments.

(a) can we get rid of the padding/margin between pieces on the tape? 

(b) it does not seem to be possible to drag pieces off the tape, can you fix that?

(c) can you make it so that pieces of the same length have the same color, and the lengths are one of 35, 40, 45, 50? 

(d) can you have the lengths displaying on the pieces? 

(e) can you make it so that the sum is also dividing the number calculated by N, the number of pieces on the tape?

ChatGPT:

Sure, let's adjust the code according to your feedback:

  piece.style.width = `${size}px`; 
  piece.classList.add('piece', color); 
  piece.draggable = true; 
  piece.id = `piece${pieceIndex}`; 
  pieceIndex++; 
  document.getElementById('pieces').appendChild(piece); 
} 

// Handle dragging and dropping 
const pieces = document.querySelectorAll('.piece'); 
pieces.forEach(piece => { 
  piece.addEventListener('dragstart', e => { 
    e.dataTransfer.setData('text/plain', piece.id); 
  }); 
}); 

const tape = document.getElementById('tape'); 
tape.addEventListener('dragover', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
}); 

tape.addEventListener('drop', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
  const id = e.dataTransfer.getData('text/plain'); 
  const piece = document.getElementById(id); 
  piece.parentElement.removeChild(piece); 
  tape.appendChild(piece); 
  updateSum(); 
}); 

function updateSum() { 
  let sum = 0; 
  const piecesOnTape = tape.querySelectorAll('.piece'); 
  piecesOnTape.forEach((piece, index) => { 
    const length = parseInt(piece.style.width, 10); 
    const multiplier = piecesOnTape.length - index; 
    sum += length * multiplier; 
  }); 
  document.getElementById('sumDisplay').textContent = `Sum: ${sum}`; 
} 



(a) To remove any potential padding/margin between the pieces, we need to ensure the CSS for the pieces does not include any margin or

padding.

(b) To allow for dragging pieces off the tape, we need to add an area where pieces can be dropped when they are dragged off the tape.

(c) We can adjust the sizes array to include 35, 40, 45, 50 and assign colors based on sizes.

(d) To display the lengths on the pieces, we can add a text node to each piece with its length.

(e) To divide the calculated sum by N, we can adjust the calculation in the updateSum  function.

Here is the updated code:

CSS (styles.css):

JavaScript (script.js):

.tape { 
  width: 420px; 
  height: 50px; 
  background-color: grey; 
  position: relative; 
  margin-bottom: 20px; 
  display: flex; 
  flex-direction: row; 
  justify-content: flex-start; 
  align-items: center; 
} 

.pieces { 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: space-between; 
  flex-wrap: wrap; 
} 

.piece { 
  height: 50px; 
  position: relative; 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: center; 
  align-items: center; 
  font-size: 12px; 
  color: white; 
} 

.sum-display { 
  margin-top: 20px; 
} 

.blue { background-color: #ADD8E6; } 

.green { background-color: #90EE90; } 

.red { background-color: #FF7F7F; } 

.purple { background-color: #D8BFD8; } 

// Size of the pieces
const sizes = [35, 40, 45, 50]; 
// Colors of the pieces 
const colors = { 
  35: 'blue', 
  40: 'green', 



  45: 'red', 
  50: 'purple', 
}; 
// Randomly create pieces 
let totalSize = 420; 
let pieceIndex = 0; 
while (totalSize > 0) { 
  const size = sizes[Math.floor(Math.random() * sizes.length)]; 
  if (size > totalSize) continue; 
  totalSize -= size; 
  const color = colors[size]; 
  const piece = document.createElement('div'); 
  piece.style.width = `${size}px`; 
  piece.textContent = `${size}px`; 
  piece.classList.add('piece', color); 
  piece.draggable = true; 
  piece.id = `piece${pieceIndex}`; 
  pieceIndex++; 
  document.getElementById('pieces').appendChild(piece); 
} 

// Handle dragging and dropping 
const piecesContainer = document.getElementById('pieces'); 
const pieces = document.querySelectorAll('.piece'); 
pieces.forEach(piece => { 
  piece.addEventListener('dragstart', e => { 
    e.dataTransfer.setData('text/plain', piece.id); 
  }); 
}); 

const tape = document.getElementById('tape'); 
tape.addEventListener('dragover', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
}); 

tape.addEventListener('drop', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
  const id = e.dataTransfer.getData('text/plain'); 
  const piece = document.getElementById(id); 
  piece.parentElement.removeChild(piece); 
  tape.appendChild(piece); 
  updateSum(); 
}); 

piecesContainer.addEventListener('dragover', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
}); 

piecesContainer.addEventListener('drop', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
  const id = e.dataTransfer.getData('text/plain'); 
  const piece = document.getElementById(id); 
  piece.parentElement.removeChild(piece); 
  piecesContainer.appendChild(piece); 
  updateSum(); 
}); 

function updateSum() { 
  let sum = 0; 



You:

continue

ChatGPT:

Apologies for the abrupt cut-off. Here is the continuation and completion of the JavaScript code:

This code will:

(a) Remove any margin between the pieces on the tape.

(b) Allow pieces to be dragged off the tape and dropped back into the pieces container.

(c) Generate piece sizes randomly from the set {35, 40, 45, 50} and assign colors based on these sizes.

(d) Display the size of each piece on the piece itself.

(e) Display the average (sum divided by N) in the sum display, rounded to two decimal places. If there are no pieces on the tape, it will

display 0.

You:

This works great. Why can't I drag pieces that are not the left-most or the right-most on the tape though?

ChatGPT:

The current code doesn't support reordering or arbitrary removal of pieces from the tape. When you drag a piece, it's removed from its

original position and added to the end of the tape. To enable reordering or arbitrary removal of pieces, we would need to track the position

of the piece on the tape, and adjust the positions of other pieces accordingly.

This is a non-trivial addition to the current code and involves calculating the drop position, finding the nearest piece and moving the

dropped piece to that position. Such a feature would be more suited to a library like jQuery UI, which has built-in sortable functionality, or

a library like React, which has libraries like react-beautiful-dnd that handle these kinds of interactions.

For the best user experience and least amount of bugs, I would recommend using a library specifically designed for these types of

interactions if you need this feature. Writing it from scratch can be done, but it can get complex very quickly, and may require more code

than can be effectively written or explained here.

You:

What I want is that if a piece from the middle is dragged off the tape, then it goes out of the tape, and everything to the right of it slides

leftward until the gap is closed. Can you implement this please?

  const piecesOnTape = tape.querySelectorAll('.piece'); 
  pieces 

  piecesOnTape.forEach((piece, index) => { 
    const length = parseInt(piece.style.width, 10); 
    const multiplier = piecesOnTape.length - index; 
    sum += length * multiplier; 
  }); 
  const average = sum / piecesOnTape.length || 0; 
  document.getElementById('sumDisplay').textContent = `Average: ${average.toFixed(2)}`; 
} 



ChatGPT:

To implement this functionality, we need to add additional logic to handle the "dragend" event for the pieces that are currently on the

tape. Here's how you can modify the JavaScript code:

This code now listens for the "dragend" event on pieces that are on the tape. If a piece is dragged and dropped off the tape, it is returned to

the pieces container, the "dragend" listener is removed, and the sum is updated.

Keep in mind that this is a simple solution and has limitations. For instance, it doesn't handle the case where a piece is dragged from the

tape and dropped somewhere else on the tape. If you need more advanced drag-and-drop functionality, you might want to look into using

a library like jQuery UI or React DnD, as I mentioned earlier.

// ... 

// Handle dragging and dropping 
const piecesContainer = document.getElementById('pieces'); 
const pieces = document.querySelectorAll('.piece'); 

function handlePieceDragStart(e) { 
  e.dataTransfer.setData('text/plain', piece.id); 
} 

pieces.forEach(piece => { 
  piece.addEventListener('dragstart', handlePieceDragStart); 
}); 

// ... 

tape.addEventListener('drop', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
  const id = e.dataTransfer.getData('text/plain'); 
  const piece = document.getElementById(id); 
  piece.parentElement.removeChild(piece); 
  tape.appendChild(piece); 
  piece.addEventListener('dragend', handlePieceDragEnd); 
  updateSum(); 
}); 

piecesContainer.addEventListener('drop', e => { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
  const id = e.dataTransfer.getData('text/plain'); 
  const piece = document.getElementById(id); 
  if (piece.parentElement.id === 'tape') { 
    piece.removeEventListener('dragend', handlePieceDragEnd); 
  } 
  piece.parentElement.removeChild(piece); 
  piecesContainer.appendChild(piece); 
  updateSum(); 
}); 

function handlePieceDragEnd(e) { 
  const piece = e.target; 
  piece.removeEventListener('dragend', handlePieceDragEnd); 
  piecesContainer.appendChild(piece); 
  updateSum(); 
} 

// ... 



You:

Can you make it so that the pieces are placed together just below the tape with about 10px padding between them?

ChatGPT:

Sure, you can modify the CSS to adjust the layout of the pieces. Here's how you can do it:

CSS (styles.css):

This CSS code adds a 10px padding-top to the pieces container and a 10px gap between each piece. This will ensure that the pieces are

placed 10px below the tape and have a 10px gap between them.

Note: The gap  property is well supported in modern browsers, but if you need to support older browsers, you may need to use margins

instead.

You:

.tape { 
  width: 420px; 
  height: 50px; 
  background-color: grey; 
  position: relative; 
  margin-bottom: 20px; 
  display: flex; 
  flex-direction: row; 
  justify-content: flex-start; 
  align-items: center; 
} 

.pieces { 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: space-between; 
  flex-wrap: wrap; 
  padding-top: 10px; 
  gap: 10px; 
} 

.piece { 
  height: 50px; 
  position: relative; 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: center; 
  align-items: center; 
  font-size: 12px; 
  color: white; 
  margin-right: 10px; 
} 

.sum-display { 
  margin-top: 20px; 
} 

.blue { background-color: #ADD8E6; } 

.green { background-color: #90EE90; } 

.red { background-color: #FF7F7F; } 

.purple { background-color: #D8BFD8; } 



I want the padding to be only outside the tape, not inside it.

ChatGPT:

I see, it sounds like you want to add some space between the tape and the pieces, but not between the pieces themselves.

In that case, you should add a margin to the tape instead of padding to the pieces. This is because padding adds space inside an element,

while margin adds space outside an element.

Here's how you can adjust the CSS:

You:

No sorry, what is happening right now is that the pieces are too spread out below the tape. I want to bring them together a bit.

ChatGPT:

Ah, I see. You want to reduce the space between the individual pieces themselves. Here's how you can adjust the CSS:

In the above CSS, I've made two changes:

�. In the .pieces  rule, I've changed justify-content  from space-between  to flex-start . This will align the pieces to the

start of the container, instead of distributing them evenly across the entire width of the container.

�. In the .piece  rule, I've reduced the margin-right  value. This controls the space to the right of each piece. You can adjust this

value to increase or decrease the space between the pieces as needed.

You:

.tape { 
  width: 420px; 
  height: 50px; 
  background-color: grey; 
  position: relative; 
  margin-bottom: 10px; 
  display: flex; 
  flex-direction: row; 
  justify-content 

.pieces { 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: flex-start; 
  flex-wrap: wrap; 
  gap: 10px; 
} 

.piece { 
  height: 50px; 
  position: relative; 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: center; 
  align-items: center; 
  font-size: 12px; 
  color: white; 
  margin-right: 5px; /* Adjust this value to reduce the space between pieces */ 
} 



Very good, this works. I don't want the padding when the pieces are on the tape though.

ChatGPT:

Apologies for the confusion earlier. I now understand that you don't want any space between the pieces when they are on the tape. Here's

how you can adjust the CSS:

In the above CSS, I've added a new rule, .tape .piece , which sets the right margin of pieces to 0 when they are inside the tape. The

general .piece  rule still applies a right margin when the pieces are not on the tape.

With these modifications, the pieces will have a 5px margin when they are in the pieces container, but no margin when they are on the

tape.

You:

Can you please do the dragging and dropping part again, with the advanced functionality you suggested earlier, potentially using jquery?

ChatGPT:

If you'd like to add more advanced functionality such as reordering or arbitrary removal of pieces from the tape, you might want to use a

library like jQuery UI. jQuery UI provides a sortable method that allows for easy reordering of items.

Here is how you could modify the HTML and JavaScript to use jQuery UI:

HTML:

JavaScript:

.tape .piece { 
  margin-right: 0; 
} 

.piece { 
  height: 50px; 
  position: relative; 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: center; 
  align-items: center; 
  font-size: 12px; 
  color: white; 
  margin-right: 5px; /* Adjust this value to reduce the space between pieces */ 
} 

<div id="tape" class="tape"> 
  <!-- Pieces will be dynamically added here --> 
</div> 

<div id="pieces" class="pieces"> 
  <!-- Pieces will be dynamically added here --> 
</div> 

<div id="sumDisplay" class="sum-display">Average: 0</div> 

<script src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-3.6.0.min.js"></script> 
<script src="https://code.jquery.com/ui/1.13.0/jquery-ui.min.js"></script> 
<script src="script.js"></script> 



const tape = $('#tape'); 
const piecesContainer = $('#pieces'); 
const sizes = [35, 40, 45, 50]; 
const colors = ['blue', 'green', 'red', 'purple']; 
let pieces = []; 

// Generate pieces 
let totalWidth = 0; 
while (totalWidth < 420) { 
  const size = sizes[Math.floor(Math.random() * sizes.length)]; 
  if (totalWidth + size > 420) continue; 
  totalWidth += size; 
  const color = colors[sizes.indexOf(size)]; 
  const piece = $(`<div class="piece ${color}" style="width: ${size}px;">${size}</div>`); 
  pieces.push(piece); 
} 

// Add pieces to the pieces container 
pieces.forEach(piece => piecesContainer.append(piece)); 

// Make pieces draggable and tape droppable 
$('.piece').draggable({ 
  revert: 'invalid', 
  start: function() { 
    $(this).data('parent', $(this).parent()); 
  }, 
  stop: function() { 
    updateSum(); 
  } 
}); 

tape.droppable({ 
  accept: '.piece', 
  drop: function(event, ui) { 
    $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
    ui.draggable.css({ 
      top: $(this).position().top, 
      left: $(this).position().left 
    }); 
  } 
}); 

piecesContainer.droppable({ 
  accept: '.piece', 
  drop: function(event, ui) { 
    $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
    ui.draggable.css({ 
      top: $(this).position().top, 
      left: $(this).position().left 
    }); 
  } 
}); 

// Make tape sortable
tape.sortable({ 
  axis: 'x', 
  stop: function() { 
    updateSum(); 
  } 
}); 



In this version of the code, jQuery UI's draggable , droppable , and sortable  methods are used to handle the drag-and-drop and

reordering functionality. The draggable  method is used to make the pieces draggable, the droppable  method is used to make the tape

and pieces container droppable, and the sortable  method is used to make the pieces on the tape sortable (i.e., reorderable).

The updateSum  function is called whenever a piece is dropped or the order of the pieces on the tape is changed,

You:

Why don't the pieces fit nicely inside the tape now?

ChatGPT:

I apologize for the inconvenience. The issue is caused by the CSS box-sizing property, which includes padding and border in an element's

total width and height by default.

Since the jQuery UI draggable and droppable elements use margins for positioning, and the width is set directly on the elements in

JavaScript, this can lead to some inconsistencies in element sizing.

To fix this, you need to add box-sizing: border-box;  to the .piece  CSS rule, which ensures that the padding and border of an

element are included in the element's total width and height:

Also, when the draggable element is dropped into the droppable one (the tape), the top and left CSS properties are set to match the tape's

position. This isn't required because the position of the draggable elements inside the tape is controlled by the flexbox layout. You should

remove the following lines from the drop  function in both the tape.droppable  and piecesContainer.droppable  configurations:

These changes should resolve the issue and ensure that the pieces fit nicely inside the tape.

tape.disableSelection(); 

function updateSum() { 
  let sum = 0; 
  $('.piece', tape).each(function(index) { 
    const length = $(this).width(); 
    const multiplier = $('.piece', tape).length - index; 
    sum += length * multiplier; 
  }); 
  const average = sum / $('.piece', tape).length || 0;
  $('#sumDisplay').text(`Average: ${average.toFixed(2)}`); 
} 

.piece { 
  height: 50px; 
  position: relative; 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: center; 
  align-items: center; 
  font-size: 12px; 
  color: white; 
  margin-right: 5px; 
  box-sizing: border-box; 
} 

ui.draggable.css({ 
  top: $(this).position().top, 
  left: $(this).position().left 
}); 



You:

Now the pieces go on the tape and disappear

ChatGPT:

Apologies for the confusion. The issue occurs because the jQuery UI's draggable plugin applies absolute positioning to elements after

dragging. This results in the elements being positioned relative to the document rather than their immediate parent.

One way to address this is to reset the positioning of the piece to "static" in the drop  events for both tape  and piecesContainer :

Now, when a piece is dropped into tape  or piecesContainer , its position is reset to "static", which is the default value and means the

element is positioned according to the normal flow of the document. The element will now be positioned correctly within its parent.

You:

I can't drag things out of the tape any more, and the dragging to reorder within the tape is also not very reliable.

ChatGPT:

I apologize for the oversight. Yes, using jQuery UI's sortable functionality can make things a bit complicated when combined with

draggable and droppable, especially when dealing with nested sortable containers.

Let's simplify things a bit and get rid of the sortable for now. Instead, let's focus on making the pieces draggable from and to the tape:

tape.droppable({ 
  accept: '.piece', 
  drop: function(event, ui) { 
    $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
    ui.draggable.css({ 
      position: 'static' 
    }); 
  } 
}); 

piecesContainer.droppable({ 
  accept: '.piece', 
  drop: function(event, ui) { 
    $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
    ui.draggable.css({ 
      position: 'static' 
    }); 
  } 
}); 

$(function() { 
  const tape = $("#tape"); 
  const piecesContainer = $("#pieces"); 

  // Create pieces 
  let totalWidth = 0; 
  const sizes = [35, 40, 45, 50];
  const colors = ['blue', 'green', 'red', 'purple']; 

  while(totalWidth < 420) { 
    const size = sizes[Math.floor(Math.random() * sizes.length)]; 
    if(totalWidth + size <= 420) { 



This code should allow you to drag pieces to and from the tape freely. The average calculation function ( updateSum ) is called every time a

piece is dropped.

With this setup, you can drag pieces from the bottom to the tape, and also from the tape back to the bottom. If you'd like to implement

more complex functionality like reordering pieces on the tape, you may need to use additional jQuery UI functionalities or other libraries

that handle such cases more gracefully.

You:

I still cannot drag pieces out of the tape. Please make the area just below the tape, where all the pieces are, a drop zone where the pieces

can be pulled out to.

      totalWidth += size; 
      const piece = $(`<div class="piece" style="width: ${size}px;">${size}</div>`); 
      piece.css("background-color", colors[sizes.indexOf(size)]); 
      piecesContainer.append(piece); 
    } 
  } 

  // Make pieces draggable 
  $(".piece").draggable({ 
    revert: "invalid", 
    start: function() { 
      $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
    }, 
    stop: function() { 
      updateSum(); 
    } 
  }); 

  // Make tape and pieces container droppable 
  tape.droppable({ 
    accept: ".piece", 
    drop: function(event, ui) { 
      ui.draggable.css("position", "static"); 
      $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
    } 
  }); 

  piecesContainer.droppable({ 
    accept: ".piece", 
    drop: function(event, ui) { 
      ui.draggable.css("position", "static"); 
      $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
    } 
  }); 

  function updateSum() { 
    let sum = 0; 
    let n = tape.children().length; 

    tape.children().each(function(index, piece) { 
      sum += ($(piece).width() * (n - index)); 
    }); 

    const average = n > 0 ? sum / n : 0; 
    $("#sumDisplay").text(`Average: ${average.toFixed(2)}`); 
  } 
}); 



ChatGPT:

I'm sorry for misunderstanding your requirements earlier. Let's modify the code to make the area below the tape a separate droppable

area, so that you can drag pieces out of the tape and drop them there.

We'll add a new div with the id "storage" below the tape. This is where the pieces will initially be located and where you can drag pieces

back to:

And then in your JavaScript code, we'll add the logic to handle the new "storage" droppable area:

<div id="tape" class="tape"></div> 
<div id="storage" class="storage"></div> 
<div id="sumDisplay" class="sum-display">Average: 0</div> 

$(function() { 
  const tape = $("#tape"); 
  const storage = $("#storage"); 
  const sizes = [35, 40, 45, 50];
  const colors = ['blue', 'green', 'red', 'purple']; 

  // Create pieces 
  let totalWidth = 0; 
  while(totalWidth < 420) { 
    const size = sizes[Math.floor(Math.random() * sizes.length)]; 
    if(totalWidth + size <= 420) { 
      totalWidth += size; 
      const piece = $(`<div class="piece" style="width: ${size}px;">${size}</div>`); 
      piece.css("background-color", colors[sizes.indexOf(size)]); 
      storage.append(piece); 
    } 
  } 

  // Make pieces draggable 
  $(".piece").draggable({ 
    revert: "invalid", 
    start: function() { 
      $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
    }, 
    stop: function() { 
      updateSum(); 
    } 
  }); 

  // Make tape and storage droppable 
  tape.droppable({ 
    accept: ".piece", 
    drop: function(event, ui) { 
      ui.draggable.css("position", "static"); 
      $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
    } 
  }); 

  storage.droppable({ 
    accept: ".piece", 
    drop: function(event, ui) { 
      ui.draggable.css("position", "static"); 
      $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
    } 
  }); 



Now, you should be able to drag and drop pieces between the tape and the storage area freely. The sum displayed will update each time a

piece is dropped.

You:

Great, except now pieces in storage are stacked up vertically. Can some CSS fix this? I want them stacked horizontally with a padding of

7px between then

ChatGPT:

Certainly, you can use CSS flexbox to arrange the pieces horizontally in the storage area. You can also set the justify-content property to

"space-around" or "space-between" to distribute the remaining space evenly between the pieces. Here's how you can do it:

Add the following CSS rules for the .storage  and .piece  classes:

The display: flex  property makes the storage area a flex container, which allows you to use other flex properties to align and

distribute its children (the pieces). The justify-content: flex-start  property aligns the pieces at the start of the container. The

align-items: center  property vertically aligns the pieces in the middle of the container. The flex-wrap: nowrap  property ensures

that the pieces are laid out in a single line and not wrapped. The overflow: auto  property adds a scrollbar to the storage area if the

pieces overflow its width.

The .piece  class now includes a margin-right: 7px  property to add 7px of spacing to the right of each piece.

This should arrange the pieces horizontally in the storage area with 7px of spacing between them.

You:

When dragging the piece seems to go behind the tape in the process of being dragged. Can it be visible throughout? Is this a z-index thing?

  function updateSum() { 
    let sum = 0; 
    let n = tape.children().length; 

    tape.children().each(function(index, piece) { 
      sum += ($(piece).width() * (n - index)); 
    }); 

    const average = n > 0 ? sum / n : 0; 
    $("#sumDisplay").text(`Average: ${average.toFixed(2)}`); 
  } 
}); 

.storage { 
  display: flex; 
  justify-content: flex-start; 
  align-items: center; 
  flex-wrap: nowrap; 
  width: 420px; 
  height: 60px; 
  margin-top: 10px; 
  overflow: auto; 
} 

.piece { 
  margin-right: 7px; 
} 



ChatGPT:

Yes, you're correct. The issue you're seeing is due to the z-index property of the elements. The z-index property specifies the stack order of

an element. An element with greater stack order is always in front of another element with lower stack order.

When you start dragging a piece, you can set its z-index to a high value to ensure it appears on top of other elements. Once the dragging is

stopped, you can reset the z-index to its default value.

Here's how you can modify the draggable configuration in the JavaScript code:

In the start  function, we set the z-index of the piece to 1000. This high value should ensure the piece is displayed on top of other

elements while it's being dragged. In the stop  function, we reset the z-index of the piece to its default value by setting it to an empty

string.

You:

Didn't work

ChatGPT:

I apologize for the misunderstanding. It seems that jQuery UI's draggable functionality applies a z-index to the helper that is being

dragged, so directly changing the z-index of the draggable item might not always work.

However, jQuery UI provides a stack option that you can use to set the z-index of the set of elements. Here's how you can modify the

draggable configuration in your JavaScript code:

The stack option groups the set of matched elements specified by the selector ".piece" and coordinates their z-indexes in an ordered way.

The element that is currently being dragged will get the highest z-index.

This should make the pieces appear on top of other elements while they are being dragged.

You:

$(".piece").draggable({ 
    revert: "invalid", 
    start: function() { 
        $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
        $(this).css("z-index", 1000); 
    }, 
    stop: function() { 
        updateSum(); 
        $(this).css("z-index", ""); 
    } 
}); 

$(".piece").draggable({ 
    revert: "invalid", 
    stack: ".piece", 
    start: function() { 
        $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
    }, 
    stop: function() { 
        updateSum(); 
    } 
}); 



Still didn't work

ChatGPT:

I apologize for the confusion, I misunderstood the issue initially. The problem arises because the tape and storage area are siblings in the

DOM, and the dragged element is a child of either one. When you start dragging a piece, jQuery UI's draggable plugin creates a clone of the

element and appends it to the body, which makes it go under the tape.

One solution could be to set a higher z-index  for the storage area and pieces, so they will always stay above the tape. To do this, you can

add the following to your CSS:

This should make the pieces and the storage area appear above the tape during the dragging operation.

You:

No luck

ChatGPT:

My apologies for the confusion earlier. To ensure that the dragged item is always on top, we need to adjust the helper and appendTo

properties in the jQuery UI draggable configuration.

Here's the revised JavaScript:

This code creates a clone of the dragged element (helper: "clone") and appends it to the body (appendTo: "body") of the document when

the drag starts. This will ensure that the dragged element is at the highest level in the DOM and isn't obscured by other elements.

Note: When using this approach, you'll need to manually handle the removal or reinsertion of the original piece from/into the tape or

storage area upon the stop event. The clone that's being dragged around is just a visual helper and doesn't actually affect the original

piece's location in the DOM.

You:

Pieces still go below the tape

#storage, .piece { 
  position: relative; 
  z-index: 2; 
} 

#tape { 
  position: relative; 
  z-index: 1; 
} 

$(".piece").draggable({ 
    revert: "invalid", 
    helper: "clone", 
    appendTo: "body", 
    start: function() { 
        $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
    }, 
    stop: function() { 
        updateSum(); 
    } 
}); 



ChatGPT:

Apologies for the confusion. Let's try another approach.

Since the dragged element is a clone, we can set a higher z-index for it during the dragging process. We can use the drag  event for this.

Here's how you can modify the draggable configuration in the JavaScript code:

In the drag  function, we set the z-index of the dragging piece to 1000. This high value should ensure the piece is displayed on top of

other elements while it's being dragged.

This should make the pieces appear on top of the tape during the drag.

You:

Can we do it without the clone, since it looks temporarily like there is an extra piece which can be confusing? Or maybe while the close is

dragged the original element can look faded?

ChatGPT:

Absolutely, you're right. Cloning can create confusion. Instead of cloning, we can revert to the original dragging and fade out the original

piece while it's being dragged to indicate it's in a temporary state. This can be done using jQuery's opacity option.

Here's how you can modify the draggable configuration:

In the draggable configuration, we set the opacity  option to 0.5, which makes the original piece semi-transparent while it's being

dragged. In the stop  function, we reset the piece's opacity to its default value by setting it to an empty string.

This should make the original piece semi-transparent while it's being dragged and restore its opacity once the drag is complete.

$(".piece").draggable({ 
    revert: "invalid", 
    helper: "clone", 
    start: function() { 
        $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
    }, 
    drag: function() { 
        $(this).css("z-index", 1000); 
    }, 
    stop: function() { 
        updateSum(); 
    } 
}); 

$(".piece").draggable({ 
    revert: "invalid", 
    opacity: 0.5, 
    start: function() { 
        $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
    }, 
    stop: function() { 
        $(this).css("opacity", ""); 
        updateSum(); 
    } 
}); 



You:

Then I have the z-index issue again. Say what, keep the clone, but make the original element faded until the piece is dropped?

ChatGPT:

My apologies for the confusion earlier. Yes, we can certainly create a clone and fade out the original piece until the piece is dropped.

Here's how you can modify the draggable configuration:

In the start  function, we use the fadeTo  function to fade out the original piece to 50% opacity. In the stop  function, we use fadeTo
to fade the piece back in to 100% opacity. This will give the effect that the original piece is faded out while the clone is being dragged.

Please remember to handle the removal or reinsertion of the original piece from/into the tape or storage area upon the stop  event.

You:

Now on the tape I can drag pieces to the right, can you make it so that I can also drag them to the left with the same logic?

ChatGPT:

Absolutely, you can modify the draggable and droppable logic to allow for dragging to both the left and the right on the tape.

When a piece is dropped onto another piece on the tape, you'll need to check the relative positioning of the two pieces to decide whether

to place the dragged piece to the left or the right of the target piece.

Here's how you can modify the droppable configuration in the JavaScript code:

$(".piece").draggable({ 
    revert: "invalid", 
    helper: "clone", 
    appendTo: "body", 
    start: function(e, ui) { 
        $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
        $(this).fadeTo('fast', 0.5); 
    }, 
    stop: function(e, ui) { 
        $(this).fadeTo(0, 1); 
        updateSum(); 
    } 
}); 

$(".piece").droppable({ 
    accept: ".piece", 
    tolerance: "pointer", 
    drop: function(event, ui) { 
        let dropped = ui.draggable; 
        let droppedOn = $(this); 
        let parent = dropped.data("originalParent"); 

        if(parent.attr("id") === "tape") { 
            parent.append(droppedOn); 
        } 

        if (ui.position.left < $(this).position().left) { 
            dropped.insertAfter(droppedOn); 
        } else { 
            dropped.insertBefore(droppedOn); 



This code first checks if the original parent of the dropped piece is the tape. If it is, it appends the piece being dropped on to the original

parent to fill in the space left by the dragged piece.

Then it checks if the left position of the dragged piece ( ui.position.left ) is less than the left position of the piece being dropped on

( $(this).position().left ). If it is, it inserts the dragged piece after the target piece. Otherwise, it inserts the dragged piece before

the target piece.

This should allow for dragging pieces to both the left and the right on the tape. Please note that this is a simplified example and may need

further refinement to work flawlessly in your specific setup.

You:

But the logic seems a bit off. When I drop a piece the other pieces should simply rearrange around it, if you know what I mean? Right now

the piece seems to snap to the end or something.

ChatGPT:

You're correct. The current implementation isn't ideal for reordering pieces on the tape. To create a more natural reordering effect, we can

take advantage of jQuery UI's sortable  function, which provides a rich set of features for handling the rearrangement of elements within

a container.

Here's how you can modify the JavaScript code to make use of sortable :

In this code, we first make the tape sortable , specifying that only elements with the piece  class can be sorted. In the stop  function,

we call updateSum  to recalculate the sum when the sorting ends.

Then in the draggable configuration, we add the connectToSortable: "#tape"  option. This allows the draggable pieces to be dropped

onto the sortable tape and become part of its order.

        } 

        updateSum(); 
    } 
}); 

$("#tape").sortable({ 
    items: ".piece", 
    revert: true, 
    stop: function() { 
        updateSum(); 
    } 
}); 

$(".piece").draggable({ 
    connectToSortable: "#tape", 
    helper: "clone", 
    revert: "invalid", 
    appendTo: "body", 
    start: function(e, ui) { 
        $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
        $(this).fadeTo('fast', 0.5); 
    }, 
    stop: function(e, ui) { 
        $(this).fadeTo(0, 1); 
    } 
}); 



Please note that this code assumes that you want all pieces to be reorderable on the tape. If you only want certain pieces to be reorderable,

you can adjust the items  option in the sortable  configuration accordingly.

You:

This doesn't quite work, never mind. Can you make it so that the pieces on the tape are not movable on the tape at all (to avoid

confusion), and if a piece is double clicked, it is returned to a natural place in the storage area?

ChatGPT:

Sure, in that case we can remove the sortable functionality and add an event listener for double-click events that will move the double-

clicked piece back to the storage area. Here's how you can modify your JavaScript code:

In this code, we first configure the draggable functionality as before, without connecting to the sortable tape.

Then we add an event listener for double-click ('dblclick') events on the pieces. In the event handler, we first check if the parent of the

double-clicked piece is the tape. If it is, we append the piece to the storage area and call updateSum  to recalculate the sum.

This should make the pieces on the tape immovable and allow them to be moved back to the storage area by double-clicking. Please note

that this code assumes that you want all pieces to be movable in this way. If you only want certain pieces to be movable, you can adjust the

event listener accordingly.

You:

Below average, can we add the following text: "Target: " followed by the sum of the following numbers, where X is the total number of

pieces:

the size of the smallest piece multiplied by X 

the size of the second smallest piece multiplied by X-1 

and so on 

up to 

the size of the second largest piece multiplied by 2 

the size of the largest piece multiplied by 1

ChatGPT:

$(".piece").draggable({ 
    helper: "clone", 
    revert: "invalid", 
    appendTo: "body", 
    start: function(e, ui) { 
        $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
        $(this).fadeTo('fast', 0.5); 
    }, 
    stop: function(e, ui) { 
        $(this).fadeTo(0, 1); 
    } 
}); 

$(".piece").on('dblclick', function() { 
    let piece = $(this); 
    if(piece.parent().attr("id") === "tape") { 
        $("#storage").append(piece); 
        updateSum(); 
    } 
}); 



Absolutely, you can calculate this target sum and display it in the interface. Here's how you can modify the JavaScript code to do this:

First, add a new HTML element to display the target sum:

Then, add a new function in your JavaScript code to calculate and display the target sum:

In this function, we first get an array of all the pieces and sort it by the width of the pieces.

Then we initialize targetSum  to 0 and iterate over the sorted array of pieces, adding the width of each piece multiplied by the number of

pieces minus the current index to targetSum .

Finally, we update the text of the #target  element to display the target sum.

You should call updateTarget  every time a piece is added or removed from the tape or the storage area to keep the displayed target sum

up to date.

For example, you can call updateTarget  in the stop  function of the draggable configuration and in the drop  function of the droppable

configuration. You should also call it after initializing the pieces to display the initial target sum.

You:

I want to call updateTarget once on load. Where should I call it?

ChatGPT:

You can call the updateTarget  function right after you initialize all your pieces. This will ensure that the target sum is displayed as soon

as the page is loaded.

Here's how you might do it in your JavaScript code:

In this code, $  is a shorthand for the jQuery  function, and $(function() { ... })  is a shorthand for

$(document).ready(function() { ... }) . This means the code inside will be executed once the DOM is fully loaded.

So, by placing updateTarget();  at the end of this block, we're making sure that the target sum is calculated and displayed as soon as all

the elements are ready and the pieces have been initialized.

<div id="target">Target: </div> 

function updateTarget() { 
    let pieces = $(".piece").toArray(); 
    pieces.sort((a, b) => $(a).width() - $(b).width()); 
     
    let targetSum = 0; 
    for (let i = 0; i < pieces.length; i++) { 
        targetSum += $(pieces[i]).width() * (pieces.length - i); 
    } 
     
    $("#target").text("Target: " + targetSum); 
} 

$(function() { 
    // Initialize the pieces... 

    // Initialize draggable and droppable... 

    updateTarget(); 
}); 



You:

Below Target, display the text "Keep going until all pieces are on the tape", and if the tape has all the pieces but the average is not equal to

the target, change the message to "Nice try, but you can do better!" and if the tape has all the pieces and the average is equal to the target,

change the message to "Mission Accomplished!".

ChatGPT:

Sure, we can add this functionality by adding a new HTML element to display the message, and then updating the message based on the

conditions in the updateSum  and updateTarget  functions.

First, add a new HTML element to display the message:

Then, modify the updateSum  function in your JavaScript code to update the message:

In this code, we first calculate the sum and the average as before. Then, we get the target value by extracting it from the text of the

#target  element.

Next, we check if the number of pieces on the tape equals the total number of pieces. If it does, this means all pieces are on the tape. In

this case, we check if the average equals the target. If it does, we update the message to "Mission Accomplished!". If it doesn't, we update

the message to "Nice try, but you can do better!".

If not all pieces are on the tape, we set the message to "Keep going until all pieces are on the tape".

You:

This is the code I have right now.

<div id="message">Keep going until all pieces are on the tape</div> 

function updateSum() { 
    let piecesOnTape = $("#tape").children(); 
    let sum = 0; 
    let target = parseInt($("#target").text().split(": ")[1]); 
    for (let i = 0; i < piecesOnTape.length; i++) { 
        sum += $(piecesOnTape[i]).width() * (piecesOnTape.length - i); 
    } 
    let average = sum / piecesOnTape.length; 
    $("#sum").text("Average: " + average.toFixed(2)); 

    if (piecesOnTape.length === $(".piece").length) { 
        if (average === target) { 
            $("#message").text("Mission Accomplished!"); 
        } else { 
            $("#message").text("Nice try, but you can do better!"); 
        } 
    } else { 
        $("#message").text("Keep going until all pieces are on the tape"); 
    } 
} 

$(function() {
    const tape = $("#tape");
    const storage = $("#storage"); 
    const sizes = [50, 75, 100, 125]; 
    const colors = ['DodgerBlue', 'MediumSeaGreen', 'Tomato', 'SlateBlue']; 



   
    // Create pieces 
    let totalWidth = 0; 
    while(totalWidth &lt; 420) { 
      const size = sizes[Math.floor(Math.random() * sizes.length)]; 
      if(totalWidth + size &lt;= 420) { 
        totalWidth += size; 
        const piece = $(`&lt;div class="piece" style="width: ${size}px;"&gt;${size}&lt;/div&gt;`);
        piece.css("background-color", colors[sizes.indexOf(size)]); 
        storage.append(piece); 
      }
      else{ 
        const finalsize = 420-totalWidth; 
        totalWidth += finalsize; 
        const piece = $(`&lt;div class="piece" style="width: 
${finalsize}px;"&gt;${finalsize}&lt;/div&gt;`); 
        piece.css("background-color", 'IndianRed'); 
        storage.append(piece); 

      }
    } 
   
    // Make pieces draggable

    $(".piece").draggable({ 
        revert: "invalid", 
        helper: "clone", 
        appendTo: "body", 
        start: function(e, ui) { 
            $(this).data("originalParent", $(this).parent()); 
            $(this).fadeTo('fast', 0.5); 
        }, 
        stop: function(e, ui) { 
            $(this).fadeTo(0, 1); 
            updateSum(); 
        } 
    });
     
    $(".piece").on('dblclick', function() { 
        let piece = $(this);
        if(piece.parent().attr("id") === "tape") { 
            $("#storage").append(piece); 
            updateSum(); 
        } 
        else if(piece.parent().attr("id") === "storage") { 
            $("#tape").append(piece); 
            updateSum(); 
        } 
    });
         
    // Make tape and storage droppable 
    tape.droppable({ 
      accept: ".piece", 



if target and average are not integers, then I get the message "Nice try, but you can do better!" even if they are the same. Can you fix this?

      drop: function(event, ui) { 
        ui.draggable.css("position", "static"); 
        $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
      }
    });
   
    storage.droppable({ 
      accept: ".piece", 
      drop: function(event, ui) { 
        ui.draggable.css("position", "static"); 
        $(this).append(ui.draggable); 
      }
    });
   
    function updateSum() { 
        let piecesOnTape = $("#tape").children();
        let sum = 0; 
        let target = parseInt($("#target").text().split(": ")[1]); 
        for (let i = 0; i &lt; piecesOnTape.length; i++) { 
            sum += $(piecesOnTape[i]).width() * (piecesOnTape.length - i); 
        } 
        let average = (sum / piecesOnTape.length).toFixed(2);     
        $("#sumDisplay").text(`Average: ${average}`); 

        if (piecesOnTape.length === $(".piece").length) { 
            if (average === target) { 
                $("#message").text("Mission Accomplished!"); 
            } else { 
                $("#message").text("Nice try, but you can do better!"); 
            } 
        } else { 
            $("#message").text("Keep going until all pieces are on the tape..."); 
        } 
    } 
    function updateTarget() { 
        let pieces = $(".piece").toArray(); 
        pieces.sort((a, b) =&gt; $(a).width() - $(b).width()); 
         
        let targetSum = 0; 
        for (let i = 0; i &lt; pieces.length; i++) { 
            targetSum += $(pieces[i]).width() * (pieces.length - i); 
        } 
         
        $("#target").text("Target: " + (targetSum/(pieces.length)).toFixed(2)); 
    } 

    updateTarget(); 
     
}); 



ChatGPT:

The issue here is related to the JavaScript equality check between a string and a number. In your updateSum  function, the average
variable is converted to a string with 2 decimal places using toFixed(2) , but the target  variable remains a number. When you

compare these two variables using === , it will return false  because they are not the same type.

You can solve this issue by converting both the average  and target  to strings with 2 decimal places before comparing them:

In this code, I have changed the target  variable to a float with parseFloat  and then converted it to a string with 2 decimal places using

toFixed(2) . Now, the comparison between average  and target  should work as expected, because they are both strings with 2

decimal places.

You:

Can we make it so that this whole UI is centered on the screen vertically and horizontally, sits inside a nice bounding box (say 600px x

600px), and the elements themselves are centered as well? I want the background to be a light shade of blue outside of the bounding box.

ChatGPT:

Sure, to achieve this, we will wrap the entire UI in a container div and then use CSS flexbox to center everything. I will also add some

margin to the elements for better spacing.

Here is the updated CSS:

function updateSum() { 
    let piecesOnTape = $("#tape").children(); 
    let sum = 0; 
    let target = parseFloat($("#target").text().split(": ")[1]).toFixed(2); 
    for (let i = 0; i < piecesOnTape.length; i++) { 
        sum += $(piecesOnTape[i]).width() * (piecesOnTape.length - i); 
    } 
    let average = (sum / piecesOnTape.length).toFixed(2);    
    $("#sumDisplay").text(`Average: ${average}`); 

    if (piecesOnTape.length === $(".piece").length) { 
        if (average === target) { 
            $("#message").text("Mission Accomplished!"); 
        } else { 
            $("#message").text("Nice try, but you can do better!"); 
        } 
    } else { 
        $("#message").text("Keep going until all pieces are on the tape..."); 
    } 
} 

body { 
    background-color: LightBlue; 
    display: flex; 
    justify-content: center; 
    align-items: center; 
    height: 100vh; 
    margin: 0; 
    padding: 0; 
} 

#container { 
    background-color: white; 
    width: 600px; 



And the updated HTML:

The #container  div is now responsible for centering everything both horizontally and vertically. The body  element uses flexbox to

center the #container . Inside the #container , we use flexbox again to distribute space evenly and center all elements. The storage

area now has a width of 100% of its parent container and uses flex-wrap to accommodate the pieces.

    height: 600px; 
    border: 1px solid black; 
    padding: 20px; 
    box-sizing: border-box; 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: column; 
    align-items: center; 
    justify-content: space-around; 
} 

#tape { 
    width: 420px; 
    height: 20px; 
    background-color: grey; 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: row; 
    justify-content: flex-start; 
    align-items: center; 
} 

.piece { 
    height: 20px; 
    margin-right: 7px; 
    line-height: 20px; 
    text-align: center; 
    color: white; 
    font-size: 14px; 
} 

#storage { 
    display: flex; 
    flex-wrap: wrap; 
    justify-content: center; 
    width: 100%; 
    padding: 10px; 
    box-sizing: border-box; 
} 

<body> 
    <div id="container"> 
        <div id="tape"></div> 
        <div id="storage"></div> 
        <div id="sumDisplay"></div> 
        <div id="target"></div> 
        <div id="message"></div> 
    </div> 
</body> 

Dataview (inline field '=='): Error:  

-- PARSING FAILED -------------------------------------------------- 

> 1 | == 



    | ^ 

Expected one of the following:  

'(', 'null', boolean, date, duration, file link, list ('[1, 2, 3]'), negated field, 

number, object ('{ a: 1, b: 2 }'), string, variable 


